Purpose: Model Based Iterative Reconstruction (MBIR) is a state-of-the-art reconstruction method for multi-slice helical computed tomography (CT), and provides better image quality than other methods. The existing MBIR reconstruction method, however, is only for single source CT, and has no implementation for newest CT geometries, such as a dual source flying focal spot CT (DS-FFS CT), which feature a much shorter scan time and more projection samplings than single source CT. In this paper, we present the first model-based reconstruction method for DS-FFS CT and realistically models its geometry, data acquisition physics, and image spatial property. Methods: To realistically model the CT geometry, we construct a geometry forward model. At each view angle and for each X-ray source, the geometry model imitates the X-ray focal spot and detector movement, the sensitivity of detector sensor units, and the interactions between X-rays and each voxel. We also construct a noise model to imitate projections noise and an image property model based on a generalized Markov Random Field for image denoising and maintaining a good image texture. In the end, we fuse all models together as a joint optimization problem to be solved. Results: To compare the image quality between our reconstruction and the stateof-the-art Siemens reconstruction, ADMIRE, we qualitatively and quantitatively compared spatial resolution, noise profile, CT number accuracy, and image artifacts between the two algorithms on a phantom dataset, two thoracic clinical scans, and one pediatric head scan. Experimental results show that our model-based reconstruction has a higher spatial resolution, with a Signal-Noise Ratio 1.43 times higher than AD-MIRE and a Modulation Transfer Function 4 times higher than ADMIRE at spatial frequency 0.8 mm −1 . In addition, both phantom and clinical datasets show fewer image artifacts in our model-based reconstruction than ADMIRE reconstructions. Conclusions: For DS-FFS CT, our model based reconstruction has a higher spatial resolution and fewer image artifacts than Siemens ADMIRE reconstruction on phantom datasets and multiple clinical applications.
I. Introduction
Dual-source computed tomography (CT) is a popular clinical imaging modality that mounts two X-ray sources and detectors on the same rotating gantry, and enables a rapid scan with a high temporal resolution. With a dual-source CT design, radiologists can examine heart and coronary arteries with fewer motion artifacts 1 . In addition, patients who have trouble holding still on a patient bed, such as patients with neurological disorders, are less likely to be sedated when being scanned by a dual-source CT, thereby significantly reducing the medical costs from sedation.
The Dual-source CT scan design alone, however, does not improve reconstruction spatial resolution. In addition, dual-source CT does not eliminate artifacts caused by projection undersampling, such as aliasing artifacts in image slices and windmill artifacts across image slices in longitudinal direction. To have a high spatial resolution with clear image details and few artifacts, we need to (1) increase CT detector resolution, so that each projection has more samplings; (2) increase the total number of projections; and (3) develop a reconstruction method that integrates with the CT geometry and detector design, and takes advantage of points 1 and 2. Among the three points listed above, the first two address the hardware limit for a high reconstruction spatial resolution by increasing data acquisition sampling, and the third point uses advanced algorithms to translate the advances in data acquisition to the final clinical images. Although increasing the CT detector hardware resolution in point 1 is ideal as it does not increase patient received radiation doses, a higher detector resolution is hard to achieve and is limited by various factors, but most prominently by detector materials and detector integrated circuits 2 . As an alternative, the state-of-the-art dual-source CT is equipped with flying focal spot technology, abbreviated as DS-FFS CT, and increases the total number of projections in point 2 by taking interleaved projections at each view angle.
With a higher projection sampling rate, DS-FFS CT provides the hardware support for a high CT spatial resolution, despite at a cost of more radiation doses, given that radiation doses are proportional to the number of projections.
There are two categories of methods to reconstruct from CT projections to images:
Fourier methods and MBIR. Fourier methods are the clinical standard and use Fourier and inverse Fourier transform to interpolate discretely sampled projections back to a reconstruction in the continuous spatial domain 3 . Among Fourier methods, there are Feldkamp algorithm 4 , single-slice rebinning algorithm that rebins helical cone beam projections to parallel-beam 5, 6 , as well as advanced vendor-specific algorithms, such as Siemens SAFIRE, ADMIRE and GE ASiR, which first produce a reconstruction through inverse Fourier transform and then denoise the reconstruction iteratively 7 . Because of the extensive amount of approximation in data interpolation and geometry approximation, Fourier methods fail to take advantage of the high detector resolution from a DS-FFS CT scanner, and have unsatisfactory reconstruction quality with blurry image details and significant artifacts 8 .
In contrast, MBIR has better image quality with fewer artifacts, and can integrate with geometry and detector design by precisely modeling the X-ray source and the detector 9, 10, 11, 12 . MBIR, whose commercial product is GE Veo and open-source for single-source CT is downloadable at 13, 14 , has realistic models for CT data acquisition, sinogram noise and image property, and uses linear algebra to fuse these models together into a convex cost function to be minimized 10 . The solution at the cost function global minimum is then the final reconstruction. Since MBIR has high accuracy in geometry modeling and does not use data interpolation as in Fourier methods, MBIR holds great promise to take advantage of the DS-FFS CT scanner's high sampling rate, and produce clearer image details with fewer artifacts. It is important to note that although MBIR and many of the Fourier methods, such as Siemens ADMIRE and GE ASiR, are referred to as "iterative reconstruction", their reconstruction methods are drastically different. MBIR is iterative because it uses iterative numerical methods to compute the solution to its cost function, whereas Fourier methods are iterative as it uses iterative denoising as a postprocessing to a Fourier reconstruction.
Despite that MBIR has image quality advantage, the state-of-the-art MBIR implementation is only applicable to single source CT and has no implementation for flying focal spot, and it is unknown how MBIR can model the geometry and data acquisition for a DS-FFS CT scanner.
In this paper, we propose The Joint Estimation for Native Geometry (JENG) algorithm that uses MBIR to reconstruct from DS-FFS CT scanner's native geometry. In Section III.B., we propose a novel physics-geometry model for single source CT scanner with flying focal spot and imitates its data acquisition process as well as geometry without projections interpolation, rebinning or data completion. In Section III.C., we further propose physics-geometry models for dual source CT scanner with flying focal spot, and use Consensus Equilibrium to fuse all physics-geometry and image spatial property models together as a single joint estimation cost function to be minimized. In the experiment section V., we evaluated JENG's image spatial resolution with Siemens ADMIRE reconstruction on a standard phantom dataset in terms of Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). In addition, we also evaluated reconstructions' noise power spectrum (NPS) profile, partial-volume and aliasing artifacts on the phantom dataset. Experiment results
show that JENG has fewer image artifacts and a higher MTF at all spatial frequencies, with a MTF 4 times higher than ADMIRE at a spatial frequency of 0.8 mm −1 . In the end, we subjectively evaluated JENG and ADMIRE's spatial resolution and artifacts on 2 thoracic datasets and 1 pediatric head scan dataset.
II. Related Work
Flohr and Kachelrieß's papers analyze focal spot movement on a single source CT, and propose a rebinning Fourier method to approximate interleaved helical multislice projection data into progressive-view and parallel-beam data 15, 16 . After the rebinning, a 2D filtered back-projection is performed on the rebinned projection data, slice by slice. Such a method has three issues: (1) image blurriness from interpolation and geometry approximation, and the blurriness is often more pronounced in CT datasets with a high pitch and a large CT cone angle; (2) significant aliasing artifacts in image slices and windmill artifacts across image slices in the longitudinal direction; and (3) loss of spatial resolution on the edge of each slices, as Flohr's reconstruction is a stack of 2D images rather than a fully 3D reconstruction. Therefore, features across 2D image slices are blurred out.
Flohr and his collaborators further extend the above work to DS-FFS CT 17, 18 . Since a dual source CT consists of two X-ray sources and two detectors, with a wide detector covering the full field of view and a narrow detector covers a truncated center view, the narrow detector misses projections outside its truncated field-of-view. Therefore, traditional Fourier methods produce undesirable artifacts near the edge of the truncated field-of-view.
Flohr's research work completes the missing projections for the narrow detector by interpolating data from the wide detector. Then, two independent Fourier reconstructions are performed on the projections acquired on the two detectors. The final reconstruction is the weighted average of the two independent reconstructions 17 . Such an approach not only has the issues mentioned before in the single source CT, but can also potentially lead to more image blurriness and artifacts from missing data interpolation and weighted averaging on independent reconstructions.
In contrast, MBIR reconstructs from projections by precisely modeling the CT geometry, sinogram noise and image spatial property, and using linear algebra to fuse these models together as an optimization problem to be solved 10 . Since MBIR does not involve Fourier or inverse Fourier transform and uses precise physics-geometry models, MBIR is free of interpolation and geometry approximation artifacts that are often present in Fourier methods. In addition, MBIR is a truly 3D reconstruction and can show more features in the longitudinal direction than the Fourier methods. The state-of-the-art MBIR, however, is only applicable to single source CT without flying focal spot, and it is unknown how MBIR can model the geometry for DS-FFS CT and merge individual reconstructions from two CT sources into a consensus solution.
To address the issues mentioned above, this paper proposes The Joint Estimation for Native Geometry (JENG) algorithm, which is the first MBIR solution for DS-FFS CT and reconstructs from native geometry without data rebinning, interpolation or completion. In addition, instead of performing a weighted averaging on two independent reconstructions as in the Fourier methods 17, 18 , the JENG algorithm uses Consensus Equilibrium to compute a single reconstruction that simultaneously fits the projections from all X-ray sources and at all focal spot positions. As a result, JENG's reconstruction has sharper image details and fewer aliasing artifacts than the Fourier methods. Fig. 1(a) shows a CT scanner with a single X-ray source, also known as an X-ray tube, on one end of a rotating gantry, and an X-ray detector array on the other end of the gantry.
III. Materials and Methods

III.A. CT Setup and Math Formulation
Each horizontal detector sensor unit is a detector channel and each vertical detector sensor unit is a row. We denote the length of each detector channel as D c and the length of each detector row as D r . In addition, the total number of detector channels is M c and the total number of detector rows is M r . In the example of Fig. 1(a) , the number of detector channels, M c , is 7 and the number of detector rows, M r , is 4. The center of the gantry rotation, known as the isocenter, is denoted as point O in Fig. 1(a) . For the ease of understanding, we use a coordinate system with axis x pointing along the detector channel direction, axis y pointing upright, and axis z pointing along the rotation axis. The center of the patient body to be scanned is placed near the isocenter O and the head-to-toe direction is along the z xis. X-rays emit from a point in the X-ray source, also known as a focal spot and is denoted as S in Fig. 1(a) , penetrate through the patient body and project onto the X-ray detector sensor array. Note that in this paper we symbolize the distance between focal spot, S, and isocenter, O, as r so and is shown in Fig. 1(b) . In addition, isocenter, O, is on the same plane with sector SAB, where points A and B are the two end points of the detector center row, shown as a bold arc in Fig. 1(b) , and sector SAB is symmetric along line SO. We also define the view angle, β, as the angle between line SO and x axis. In the example of Figs. 1(a) and (b), line SO is along the y axis and the view angle β is 90°. When the CT scanner rotates clock-wise by 45°in Fig. 1(c) , the view angle is 45°in this case.
To understand how we formulate the computations for the Joint Estimation for Native Geometry (JENG) algorithm, we use a reconstruction with three voxels, X 1 , X 2 and X 3 as an example. Fig. 2(a) shows an X-ray intersecting with three voxels at 90°view angle, and a detector sensor unit receives projection Y 1 for the X-ray. We denote the lengths of intersection for the three voxels as A 1,1 , A 1,2 and A 1,3 and we use different colors for each voxel's intersection. Fig. 2(b) shows another X-ray intersecting with three voxels at 45°view Figure 2 : (a) At 90°view angle, an X-ray intersects with voxels X 1 , X 2 and X 3 , and we denote the lengths of intersection between the X-ray and the voxels as A 1,1 , A 1,2 , and A 1,3 , respectively. (b) At 45°view angle, a different X-ray intersects with voxels X 1 , X 2 and X 3 with intersection lengths A 2,1 , A 2,2 and A 2,3 . Note that the length of intersection is unique for each voxel, each X-ray and each view angle.
angle with intersection lengths A 2,1 , A 2,2 and A 2,3 , and a different detector sensor unit takes a projection Y 2 . Since projections Y 1 and Y 2 are the integral of radio-densities along the path of X-rays, we can express projections Y 1 and Y 2 as:
Where E 1 and E 2 are the measurement errors, such as electronic and X-ray photon quantum noise, and represent the difference between measured projections, Y 1 and Y 2 , and the errorfree perfect projections. If we generalize the above equations for all voxels and projections, then we have:
Where Y is a sinogram vector of size M that includes projections from all view angles, where M equals M v × M c × M r and M v is the total number of view angles, M c and M r are the number of detector channels and rows as defined before. A is an M × N system matrix that models the geometry of CT, where N is the size of a reconstruction. Each entry of A, denoted as A i,j , represents the length of intersection between j th voxel and the X-ray for i th sinogram entry. In addition, A i,j is unique for each voxel, detector sensor unit, and view angle. X is a reconstruction vector of size N and each element of X is a voxel. E is a measurement error vector of size M , and represents the difference between Y and its true value. Unfortunately, we cannot directly compute reconstruction X from Eqn. (3) as measurement error E is unknown and cannot be measured. In addition, inverting system matrix A takes huge amount of computations and requires memory in terabytes, making system matrix A inversion impractical for most applications. To address the above challenges and avoid a direct inversion on Eqn. (3), the JENG algorithm computes reconstruction X as the solution to the following optimization problem:
Where D is an M × M diagonal weight matrix and represents the inverse of the sinogram
is a forward model that fits reconstruction X with sinogram Y . If reconstruction X has an anomaly, such as metal, the sinogram noise will be large and the forward model will be penalized with a small weight matrix D. Therefore, reconstruction X has a weak fitting with beam hardened and noisy sinogram Y and has less image noise and artifacts. Vice versa if the sinogram noise is small, the weight matrix D is large and reconstruction X has a strong fitting with noiseless sinogram Y . R(X) in Eqn. (4) is a prior model for maintaining a good image spatial property and denoising. In this paper R(X) is a convex Generalized Markov Random Field, which denoises and peanalizes each voxel based on the voxel's difference with its neigboring voxels. A larger difference leads to a stronger denoising and penalization, while a smaller difference leads to a weaker denoising and penalization. From the machine learning perspective, the forward model can be understood as the Minimum-Mean-Square-Error (MMSE) of a weighted linear regression model, and R(X)
is a regularizer that prevents data overfitting.
III.B. Flying Focal Spot Geometry Modeling
To compute system matrix A in Eqn. (4), we first model the location of the focal spot. At any view angle β, the coordinate location (x s , y s , z s ) for focal spot S can be computed as: 
Where the cosine and sine trigonometry relationship for x s and y s can be observed in To understand how the flying focal spot technique changes for Eqns. (5) to (7) , Fig. 3 examines the structure inside an x-ray source, which consists of a rotating anode, an evacuated glass envelope, and a cathode. One end of the anode is a rotor that spins the anode.
The other end of the anode is a target plane inside the evacuated envelope, and the target plane is tilted along the z axis. The cathode in the evacuated glass envelope accelerates electrons, denoted as e − in the figure, and hits the focal spot S on the anode target plane near the target center. The X-rays are then produced at the focal spot when the high-speed electrons hit the target plane. Fig. 3 (b) shows a front view (axial plane perspective) for focal spot S and the detector at 90°view angle. Fig. 3 (c) shows a side view (saggital plane perspective) for the focal spot and the detector. From Fig. 3 (c), we can observe that focal spot S lies on the tilted target plane. In this paper, we use the anode angle, τ , to represent how tilted the anode target plane is, and is defined as the angle between y axis and the 
Where the vector before the addition operator is the same as Eqns. (5) to (7), R β is a rotation matrix that rotates the displacement between S ' and S from 90°view angle to any view angle, β. Since a helical CT scanner rotates in the X-Y plane and translates in the z direction, R β equals:
After plugging Eqn. (9) into Eqn. (8), the deflected focal spot coordinate location, Eqn. (8),
can be reorganized as:
Note that Eqn. (10) is a general form for any focal spot location with or without deflection. If ∆ u and ∆ v are both zeros, then Eqn. (10) is the same as Eqns. (5) to (7) . Knowing the focal spot positions alone, however, is not sufficient to compute A i,j . To facilitate the computations for A i,j , we introduce two other parameters in this paper, θ and φ. θ is the ray angle in the X-Y plane parallel to the x axis, and Fig. 5 (a) depicts θ for voxel X j in the X-Y plane. Fig. 5 (a) also denotes point C as where the X-ray hits the detector in the X-Y plane. φ is the ray angle in the Y-Z plane and parallel to the line connecting S ' and C, and is shown in Fig. 5 (b). With the above definition, θ and φ can then be computed from the below trigonometry equations:
Where arctan2 operator returns the arctangent value in the range of [−π, π], (x s , y s , z s ) is the focal spot coordinate location from Eqn. (10) , and (x j , y j , z j ) is voxel X j 's coordinate location. To ensure that the length of intersection, A i,j , is never negative, we introduce two more parameters,θ andφ, which are 45°rotations of θ and φ and are clipped to − π 4 , π 4 .θ andφ are defined below as: 
Withθ andφ, the length of intersection, A i,j , can then be computed below as:
Assuming that each voxel is a cuboid and has the same side length in the X-Y plane, we denote a voxel's X-Y plane side length as ∆ xy in Eqn. (13) , and the z direction side length as ∆ z . ∆xy cosθ represents the X-Y plane length of intersection between the X-ray and voxel X j . Eqn. (13) , however, assumes that a voxel's projection is taken by a single detector sensor unit. When a voxel is partially in the way of the X-rays and the voxel's projection is taken by multiple detector sensor units, the measurement from a single detector sensor unit, Y i , can not longer account for the entire voxel's projection. Instead, Y i is the measured projection for the portion of the voxel that X-rays go through. For example, Fig. 5(d) shows a voxel, and its projection in the X-Y plane, shown as line segment PQ in the figure and its length is denoted as L c , is entirely within a detector channel. In such a case, the projection taken by the detector channel accounts for the entire voxel. Therefore, A i,j in Eqn. (13) must be modified so that A i,j is consistent with the measured projections and Eqn. (3) still holds. To do so, A i,j must be multiplied with a normalization term, so that the modified A i,j not only reflects the length of intersection between X-rays and voxels, but also reflects how much each voxel's projection overlaps with a detector sensor unit. The normalized A i,j can then be computed as:
δ c is the X-Y plane displacement between the center of voxel X j 's projection and the center of the detector channel that receives projection Y i . δ r is the Y-Z plane displacement between the center of the voxel's projection and the center of the detector row. is the center of a detector row.
In Eqn. (14) , V (·) is a voxel window function and W (·) is a detector sensitivity function. * is a convolution operation between functions V (·) and W (·), and × is a multiplication operation. ∆xy cosθ cosφ computes the length of intersection between the X-ray and voxel X j , as To compute Eqn. (14), we need to first define V (δ c ), V (δ r ), W (δ c ), and W (δ r ). In this paper, we assume that each voxel has a uniform radio-density everywhere in the voxel and each detector sensor unit has a uniform sensitivity. Therefore, we borrow the voxel window function and detector sensitivity function from citation 10 , and define V (·) and W (·) as the following rectangular functions:
In 15) and (16) into Eqn. (14), we can replace the voxel function, V (·), detector sensitivity function, W (·), and convolution operations, * , and rewrite Eqn. (14) below in the following closed-form expression:
To correctly compute A i,j , note that δ c and δ r in the above equation must compensate for the flying focal spot deflection. δ c can be computed below and is clipped to
And γ and α are defined as:
θ is the X-ray ray angle in the X-Y plane as defined before; γ is the angle between S ' O and x axis, and both θ and γ are denoted in Fig S ' , and are both denoted in Fig. 6(b) . i c is the index for the detector channel that receives voxel X j 's projection, and we assume that the index for the leftmost detector channel is zero.
In the example of 19) is HS ' C in the example of Fig. 6 (a). The fifth term is the approximated angle HS ' W. Together, the computations for the first five terms in Eqn. (19) 
which is the angular measure for δ c , by subtracting HS ' W from HS ' C. Then, Eqn. (19) clips the angle to the range of [−π, π) and converts from angular measure to arc length at the end of the equation. Similarly, we can compute δ r as:
Where (x s , y s , z s ) is the coordinate location for the deflected focal spot, S ' , and (x, y, z) is the coordinate location for voxel X j . M r is the number of detector rows. ∆ z is the focal spot position displacement along z axis from S to S ' and is denoted in Fig. 6(c) . i r is the index for the detector row that receives a projection for voxel X j and we assume the left most row has index 0. In the example of Fig. 6(c 
III.C. Dual Source CT Modeling and Computations
For a dual source CT design, two CT detectors and sources at the same X-ray energy level are mounted on the same rotating gantry, with each pair of detector and X-ray source forms a mini CT scanner and acquires projections on the patient to be scanned. Different pairs form different mini scanners with different projections, detector sizes, view angles, and different locations for the X-ray sources at each view angle. Fig. 7(a) shows a dual source CT with two CT detectors and X-ray sources mounted on a rotating gantry, represented as a big circle in the figure. The first detector and its X-ray source are colored in blue, and the second detector and its X-ray source are colored in red. In this paper, we use notation M 1 c for the number of detector channels in the first detector, and M 2 c for the number of detector channels in the second detector. Since there is limited space on a rotating gantry, the field of view and the detector size for the second detector is often much smaller than those for the first detector, in order to fit both source-detector pairs on the gantry. In addition, we denote the location S ' 1 for the first X-ray source and location S ' 2 for the second X-ray source. The view angle for the first detector is the angle between S ' 1 O and x axis, denoted as β 1 , and the view angle for the second detector is the angle between S ' 2 O and x axis, denoted as β 2 . The focal spot locations between S ' 1 and S ' 2 are offset by a constant angular displacement, ∆β 1,2 in the X-Y plane, which is represented by S ' 1 OS ' 2 in Fig. 7(a) . In addition, S ' 1 and S ' 2 are offset by a displacement ∆z 1,2 s in the z direction, as we can observe in Fig. 7(b) . In a practical design, ∆β 1,2 is often chosen to be 90°for an efficient mechanical assembly of the detectors.
To compute a system matrix for each source-detector pair, we can follow Eqn. (17) for the system matrix construction, and both pairs have the same geometry parameter settings, except view angles β 1 and β 2 , number of detector channels M 1 c and M 2 c , and X-ray source locations, z 1 s and z 2 s . In summary, the disagreed geometry parameters between the two source-detector pairs have the following relationship:
With two independent system matrices, A 1 and A 2 , for the two detectors in a dual source CT system, we can compute the following joint estimation cost function that computes a consensus solution fitting both detectors' projections and geometry:
Where Y 1 , A 1 , and D 1 are the sinogram projections, system matrix and weight matrix for the first source-detector pair, and Y 2 , A 2 , and D 2 are those for the second pair. X is a consensus reconstruction that fits geometries and projections from both pairs.
To consider cases when each source-detector pair has multiple flying focal spot positions, we construct an independent system matrix for each source-detector pair and each focal spot position. For example, if we have a dual source CT system and each source-detector pair has four focal spot positions, then we have eight system matrices in total. In a general case with K system matrices, the joint estimation cost function can then be in the following general form:
Where K is the total number of system matrices and equals to the number of source-detector pairs multiplied by the number of focal spot positions. k is the index for k th system matrix and forward model. Similarly, Y k , D k represents the projections and weight matrix corresponding to the k th system matrix. X is the consensus reconstruction fitting all system matrices and projections.
As all forward and prior models in the above equation are strictly convex, there exists a unique global minimum to Eqn. (26) . To understand the CE Method, we use notation V k for the individual reconstruction that fits projection Y k and system matrix A k , then the CE Method's proximal function, denoted as F k (X) and defined below, finds a balance between individual reconstruction, V k , and the consensus solution, X:
Where the first two terms for F k (X) fits individual reconstruction, V k , with the k th forward model and the prior model. The third term,
, penalizes the differences between the individual reconstruction, V k , and the consensus solution, X. σ controls the convergence rate and the best σ for convergence is determined experimentally. In every iteration of the CE method, each node evaluates Eqn. 
Since the CE Method is not a theoretical contribution of this paper, but rather an application to DS-FFS CT reconstruction, we summarize the CE Method and what the fusing operation does in the following framework:
1. For each forward model k from 1 to K, we introduce a variable U k , which is an input change to the proximal map function and is initialized to be equal to V k . In addition, we introduce W k , which is a temporary copy of V k .
2. While V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V K are not equal, we repeatedly do the following steps to each proximal map function and individual reconstruction:
where ρ is a convergence parameter and is chosen to be between 0 and 1.
(e) X ← K k=1 W k /K, and the consensus solution X is updated to be the arithmetic mean of w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w K . 
IV. Experiment Setup
We acquired data on a Siemens Somatom Force CT scanner to assess the performance of the algorithms. The Siemens Force Scanner at its default focal spot position has a 595 mm source-to-isocenter distance (r so = 595 mm), and a 1085.6 mm source-to-detector distance (r sd = 1085.6 mm). Detector sensor units are formed on an arc concentric to the focal spot of the X-ray source. At the single source mode, the CT detector has 96 rows and 920 channels, with a detector row spacing of 1.094 mm and a channel spacing of 0.054°. At the dual source To demonstrate the image quality of the JENG algorithm, we first tested its performance on a standard CT phantom provided by the American College of Radiology (ACR) 26 , and then tested it on three clinical datasets, among which two are thoracic scans and one is a pediatric head scan. As to the ACR CT phantom, it is designed to examine a broad range of reconstruction performance and contains four modules in total, with each module 4 cm in depth and 20 cm in diameter. The first module tests CT number accuracy as well as cross-plane resolution, and the module contains 4 inserts, shown as 4 different color circles in Fig. 8(a) . The Polyethylene insert of -95 hounsfield (HU) is at upper left side of the example slice, while a Bone-mimicking insert of 955 HU at upper right side of the slice, an acrylic insert of 120 HU at lower left side, and an air insert of -1000 HU at lower right side.
For cross-plane resolution evaluation, module 1's center also contains a series of wires, shown as white horizontal bars in Fig. 8(a) , and are visible in 0.5 mm z-axis increments. The second module tests low contrast resolution, but is not used in this paper. The third module, shown in Fig. 8(b) , is a uniform cylinder with a radio intensity of water (0 HU) and is used to test CT number uniformity, image noise, and in-plane resolution. The fourth module, shown in For in-plane spatial resolution analysis, we compared JENG against the state-of-theart Siemens solution, ADMIRE, on ACR phantom module 4, which has resolution bars of different spatial frequencies as mentioned before. Fig. 9(a) , (b), (c) and (d) are an example slice with resolution bars, with Fig. 9(a) and (c) reconstructed by ADMIRE and Fig. 9(b) and (d) reconstructed by JENG. We can observe that each slice has 8 bar patterns in the shape of squares, whose spatial frequencies from top going clockwise are 1.2, 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.5 and 0.4 mm −1 . Both ADMIRE images in Fig. 9(a) and (c) were reconstructed with a BL-64 soft tissue sharp kernel, which is one of the most commonly used high-contrast kernels, and were automatically post-processed by Siemens scanner for further image contrast improvement and denoising. In addition, ADMIRE images were reconstructed with both a high denoising strength level 3 (L3) in Fig. 9(a) , and a low denoising strength level 1 (L1) in Fig. 9(c) . A higher denoising strength L3 indicates a stronger denoiser with a smaller image noise variance. Vice versa, a lower denoising strength L1 indicates a weak denoiser with more image noise. Similarly, JENG was post-processed with an unsharp masking filter to match the noise variance and frequency of ADMIRE at denoising strength L3 and L1. JENG reconstruction with denoising strength L3 is shown in Fig. 9(b) , and JENG with denoising strength L1 is shown in Fig. 9(d) .
The resolution bar visual comparison study, however, can be biased by observer subjectivity in some cases, and provides little information of system spatial resolution beyond a limiting value. Therefore, it is important to quantitatively evaluate JENG and ADMIRE's in-plane resolution. To such an end, we evaluated JENG and ADMIRE in both Signal-Noise-Ratio (SNR) and Modulation Transfer Function (MTF). For SNR comparison, the SNR was computed as the average of the ratio of "perfectly" noiseless voxel values to reconstruction image noise, and we used the uniform phantom in module 3 for SNR computations. Given that the perfect voxel values for module 3 are exactly 0 HU, reconstruction image noise equals to the absolute values for the reconstructed voxels. As to MTF comparison, unfortunately since both JENG and ADMIRE were post-processed with the BL-64 soft tissue sharp kernel, the imaging system was no longer linear and spatially invariant. Therefore, some spatial frequencies were not recoverable for MTF analysis. To address this issue and provide a linear system analysis, ADMIRE images for MTF evaluation were reconstructed with a BR-44 kernel, which has little or no image sharpening post-processing. Similarly, JENG images for MTF evaluation were "pure" reconstructions without image sharpening post-processing.
Then, MTF was calculated in the same way as in citation 27 and the source code can be downloaded at 28 . To summarize the MTF calculations, we averaged slices in module 3, which is a uniform cylinder, into a 2D slice; computed its oversampled edge-spread-function; differentiated and Fourier transformed the edge-spread-function to the frequency domain.
The MTF is then the absolute value of the Fourier transform.
For a more complete image analysis, we also measured the reconstruction noise profile through Noise Power Spectrum (NPS), and we visually compared the cross-plane resolution. The NPS computations followed the same procedures as in citation 27 and can also be downloaded at 28 . In summary, we selected multiple regions of interest in module 3, which is a uniform cylinder of 0 HU. The regions of interest were all squares of the same size and neighboring regions of interest overlapped with each other. Then, we performed a Fourier transform on each region of interest. The NPS equals to the ensemble average of the squared Fourier transform. For cross-plane resolution performance, we zoomed in on module 1's series of wires from saggital view, and visually compared wire pattern image sharpness. The algorithm that clearly shows all series of wires is the one that provides a higher cross-plane resolution. For a fair cross-plane resolution comparison, JENG matches the noise variance for ADMIRE in the uniform phantom regions.
Although evaluating image spatial resolution and noise performance are one of the major results we present in this paper, we also demonstrate that JENG has a higher diagnostic accuracy and fewer aliasing image artifacts than Siemens ADMIRE. In this paper, we mea-sured diagnostic accuracy for JENG and ADMIRE by measuring the mean CT numbers for each insert in phantom module 1 (Polyethylene, bone, acrylic and air inserts). Then we compared the measured mean CT numbers with the actual CT numbers given by ACR phantom test instructions. As to aliasing artifacts evaluation, we visually compared the artifacts between JENG and ADMIRE on ACR phantom's high-contrast module 4 to determine which algorithm has fewer artifacts. In addition, we provided difference images between JENG and ADMIRE to help readers see where aliasing artifacts were eliminated. Fig. 9 is ADMIRE and JENG reconstructions on the ACR phantom resolution bars. In Fig. 9(a) and (c), ADMIRE reconstructions with both L3 and L1 denoising show many aliasing artifacts in regions away from the image center, such as those in upper left and lower right side of the images. This aliasing artifact pattern in the peripheral image regions is consistent with Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem, which concludes that Fourier based methods, such as ADMIRE, requires sufficient discrete projection data to inverse Fourier transform and interpolate them back to continuous image signals in the spatial domain.
V. Results
V.A. ACR Phantom Study
Since peripheral areas in the phantom receive fewer projections than those near the phantom center, ADMIRE often has more pronounced windmill and aliasing image artifacts near the image edge than the center 8 . In contrast, JENG is not a Fourier based reconstruction method and is not limited by Shannon-Nyquist theorem. Therefore, JENG images in To help readers better see the image differences between the two algorithms, Fig. 10(a) and (b) are the difference images between ADMIRE and JENG with L3 and L1 denoising, respectively. Both figures in Fig. 10 have a narrow display window at 400 HU and a window center at 0 HU. Similar to what we have observed in Fig. 9 , the difference images show a strong aliasing artifacts at the peripheral image regions, indicating that JENG reconstructions decimate a significant amount of aliasing artifacts in ADMIRE. In addition, we can observe that the differences in bar pattern between the two algorithms are most pronounced at 0.8 mm −1 or below. The differences diminish above spatial frequency 0.8 mm −1 . More- Table 1 : SNR ratio between ADMIRE and JENG reconstructions at both L1 and L3 denoising levels. Note that at either denoising level, JENG has a higher SNR than ADMIRE.
over, we note that the air background regions outside the phantom are noisy, even though JENG and ADMIRE have a matching noise variance at the phantom center. The different noise levels indicate a better denoising capability for JENG than ADMIRE at air background regions. Closer analysis shows that JENG with L3 denoising has a background noise variance of 112 HU 2 , while ADMIRE at L3 level has a 13.9 times higher background noise variance at 1554 HU 2 . JENG with L1 denoising has a background noise variance of 81 HU 2 , while ADMIRE with L1 denoising has a background noise variance 51 times higher than JENG at 4136 HU 2 .
To corroborate with our visual assessment that JENG has a higher in-plane resolution than ADMIRE, we compared the two algorithms quantitatively through SNR, MTF and NPS metrics. We used SNR for an overall image quality assessment as SNR measures both image sharpness and noise. Then we separately measured image sharpness and noise through (a) (b) Figure 11 : (a) The MTF for ADMIRE and JENG. Note that JENG at both L1 and L3 levels have a higher MTF than ADMIRE at spatial frequencies above 0.3 mm −1 . (b) The NPS between ADMIRE and JENG. Note that the NPS curve for JENG is much different from ADMIRE, indicating that the two reconstructions have a different noise texture.
MTF and NPS, respectively. Table 1 summarizes the measured SNR for the two algorithms with both L1 and L3 denoising. Note that with either denoising strength, JENG has a higher SNR than ADMIRE. With L1 denoising, the SNR for JENG is 1.43 times higher than that for ADMIRE, and with L3 denoising, the SNR for JENG is 1.16 times higher than ADMIRE. One interesting observation is that the SNR at L1 is lower than that at L3 for both algorithms, even though Fig. 9 clearly shows that reconstructions with L1 denoising strength have clearer image features than L3. This conflict between SNR and visual assessment can be understood from a signal processing perspective. As L1 has less denoising strength than L3, image denoising is less likely to blur image details. Therefore, both image sharpness and noise variance increases with L1. Unfortunately, the increase in noise variance for L1 denoising overcomes the increase in image contrast, leading to an SNR lower at L1 than L3. Fig. 11(a) is MTF for ADMIRE and JENG's image sharpness. We can observe that the MTF for both ADMIRE L1 and L3 denoising drops to 0.1 at around 0.7 mm −1 , where an MTF of 0.1 is often considered the lowest contrast sensitivity for human observation. This measurement aligns with our qualitative assessment in Fig. 9 , which shows that bar patterns for ADMIRE becomes unintelligible above 0.7 mm −1 . In contrast, JENG with both L1 and L3 denoising have a higher MTF than ADMIRE at all spatial frequencies above 0.3 mm −1 , and MTF drops to 0.1 at around 1.1 mm −1 . The MTF for JENG is slightly better than the V.A. ACR Phantom Study previous qualitative assessment in Fig. 9 , which shows that bar pattern for JENG becomes unintelligible at 1.0 mm −1 . Although qualitative and quantitative in-plane spatial resolution measurements have a minor discrepancy, both visual and MTF evaluations agree that JENG has a higher spatial resolution than ADMIRE for the phantom study.
The reconstruction noise profile is another topic of interest as the noise profile can significantly change image texture. Fig. 11(b) is the NPS for two algorithms and the figure's noise frequency range is 0 to 1.5 mm −1 . Since L3 has more denoising strength than L1, L1 denoised ADMIRE has a higher NPS magnitude than that for L3 denoised ADMIRE at all spatial frequencies. In addition, we note that the NPS for ADMIRE with both L1 and L3 denoising has a similar peak, with the spatial frequency for L1 peak slighter higher than that for L3 peak. This result aligns with previous research that different denoising levels lead to a shifted NPS peak and more denoising strength leads to a larger shift in NPS peak 29 . Similar to ADMIRE, L1 denoised JENG has a higher NPS magnitude than that for L3 denoised JENG. In addition, JENG has an NPS peak shift too, with L3 peak at a lower spatial frequency than L1 peak. In spite of NPS magnitude and peak similarity between JENG and ADMIRE, the two algorithms have significant differences at very low spatial frequency. In Inserts (HU) Polyethylene (-95) Bone (955) Acrylic (120) Air (-1000) ADMIRE (HU)  -103  1019  124  -946  JENG (HU)  -93  999  148  -970   Table 2 : Average CT numbers between ADMIRE and JENG for Polyethylene, Bone, Acrylic and air inserts in Fig. 8(a) . Note that JENG has more accurate diagnostic readings than ADMIRE for dense and very sparse inserts. Fig. 11(b) , we can observe that at very low spatial frequency below 0.1 mm −1 , L1 and L3 denoised JENG reconstructions have significant amount of noise. To understand why JENG has little success in denoising at a very low spatial frequency, we need to revisit JENG's prior model, R(X), in Eqn. (4) . As explained before, R(X) is a local-neighbor Markov Random Field, and denoise each voxel based on the voxel's difference with its neigboring voxels. The local-neighbor Markov Random Field prior model, however, is a low-pass filter. Therefore, R(X) can suppress high-frequency noise well and preserve high-contrast image edges, but cannot effectively denoise low-frequency noise, leading to a high NPS magnitude at very low frequency.
For many clinical applications, cross-plane resolution is equally important to in-plane resolution. Therefore, we visually compared ADMIRE and JENG's cross-plane resolution on the ACR phantom wire series, with a matching noise level in the reconstructed phantom center. Fig. 12 The diagnostic accuracy is another topic of interest. We compared diagnostic accuracy between JENG and ADMIRE on the four inserts in Fig. 8(a) , and Figure 13 : (a) An example slice from Siemens ADMIRE with partial volume artifacts. (b) JENG at the same slice location. Note that JENG has much less partial volume artifact than ADMIRE and recovers image signals lost in (a). Finally, we evaluated the partial volume artifacts. For an object near the end of a CT scan, not every view angle has a projection for the entire object. Some view angles may have projections for a partial object or have no projections at all. Therefore, the reconstruction for the object has limited view angles and show partial volume artifacts, which often have a shading appearance and significantly degrades image diagnostic values. In some severe cases with many incomplete or missing projections, the reconstructions not only have shading appearance, but also lose significant amount of details. Fig. 13(a) is an example slice from ADMIRE reconstruction near the end of the phantom scan and the slice has severe partial volume artifacts. Note that the image not only has shading appearance, but also lose half of the image details. From a signal processing perspective, slices with limited view angle projections have much fewer samplings than other slices. Therefore, reconstruction on such slices does not satisfy the Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem and Fourier methods, such as ADMIRE, are prone to partial volume artifacts. In contrast, Fig. 13(b) is the same slice reconstructed from JENG. Although the slice still shows streaking and structured artifacts from partial volume effect, JENG has much fewer artifacts than Fig. 13(a) and recovers the lost image signals in ADMIRE reconstruction. JENG has much fewer partial volume artifacts and better image quality for limited view angle reconstruction because JENG is based on linear algebra and does not need to satisfy Shannon-Nyquist sampling theorem.
V.B. Clinical Cases
None of the spatial resolution and artifact reduction advantages would hold unless JENG showed image quality improvement on clinical cases. To do so, we evaluated JENG and Siemens solution on two thoracic CT scan datasets and one pediatric head dataset, and the exact experiment setup was discussed in Sec. IV.. Fig. 14(a) and (b) are an example slice from the first thoracic CT scan, where Fig. 14(a) is the Siemens image and is available for public download in the AAPM Low Dose Challenge Competition, and Fig. 14(b) is the same slice reconstructed by JENG. We note that JENG has clearer lung major fissures in both left and right lungs, whereas the left lung major fissure in Siemens' result is missing. In addition, JENG in Fig. 14(b) has much more lung vessels details and the vessel details are much sharper than Siemens' result in Fig. 14(a) . We can draw similar conclusions on the second thoracic CT scan dataset, which was acquired during (a) (b) Figure 15 : (a) Difference image between Siemens reconstruction, Fig. 14(a) , and JENG in Fig. 14(b) . We can observe that JENG significantly improves image sharpness and has more image details. (b) Difference image between Siemens ADMIRE in Fig. 14(c) and JENG in Fig. 14(d) . Both difference images have a display window center of 0 HU and a window width of 400 HU. Fig. 15(a) is the difference image for the AAPM Low Dose Challenge thoracic dataset, and Fig. 15(b) is the difference image for the lung cancer screening dataset. Both difference images confirm our previous findings in Fig. 14 and show that JENG has more and sharper image details than the state-of-the-art Siemens solution. Besides the findings above, Fig. 15 (a) also shows that JENG has a better cardiac motion artifact reduction. This conclusion comes from the presence of dark shading in Fig. 15(a) near the atrium in the image center. A closer comparison shows that the dark shading on the difference image comes from cardiac motion artifacts in Siemens' result, whereas JENG eliminates most of the motion artifacts.
In the end, Fig. 16 shows two different example slices from a pediatric head scan dataset V.B. Clinical Cases 
VI. Discussion
This paper discusses a novel model-based reconstruction method, JENG, for dual-source flying focal spot CT and taking advantage of its high detector resolution. To do so, we construct a forward model to realistically imitate the CT native geometry and data acquisition process, a noise weighting model to imitate CT projections noise, and a prior model for reconstruction image texture and denoising. Then, we use Consensus Equilibrium to fuse all models together as a joint estimation cost function to be solved. Experimental results on phantom and clinical datasets show that JENG has a higher in-plane and cross-plane resolution, as well as fewer aliasing, partial-volume, and motion artifacts, compared to the state-of-the-art Siemens ADMIRE solution. In spite of the mentioned benefits, JENG also exhibits an image texture different from ADMIRE and a poor low frequency denoising capability.
With a higher in-plane and cross-plane resolution, radiologists who use images reconstructed by JENG can better distinguish different objects or tissues located within a small proximity to each other. For thoracic CT scans, JENG's higher image spatial resolution and image contrast lead to more accurate imaging on small indeterminate lung nodules and blood vessels. Instead of receiving multiple high dose CT scans with intravenous contrast agents to determine the nature of lung and blood vessel nodules, JENG offers the possibility to produce high image resolution with low dose and without contrast-enhancement agents.
Hence, patients expose to less radiation induced health risks and pay less for CT screenings.
For CT head scans, JENG's higher image resolution and contrast can show more details on temporal bones and better detect small skull fractures, without the necessity to image with high radiation doses.
As to JENG's aliasing artifact reduction, radiologists can have a higher confidence in the images' diagnostic values. Furthermore, given that aliasing artifacts are image quanti- Although JENG has many clinical implications discussed above, the NPS analysis shows that the existing implementation for JENG has a poor low spatial frequency denoising capability. Since the prior model for JENG is a Generalized Markov Random Field and is a low pass filter, JENG is successful in denoising high frequency content, but fails to denoising at low frequency. Therefore, the image texture for JENG can sometimes appear significantly different from that for ADMIRE, and can negatively influence a radiologist's image perception if he is not used to JENG's image texture. To better remove low frequency noise, JENG can use an advanced prior model, such as a Non-Local-Means denoiser or a deep learning prior model, and both Non-Local-Means and deep learning show a strong capability for low frequency denoising 30, 31 and can have an image texture similar to that for clinical standard images.
VII. Conclusion
